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the full NIST evaluation task. The conclusions may be dependent on the task, theclassi�ers, and the knowledge combination approach.Key words: sentence boundary detection, prosody model, sampling, bagging1 IntroductionSpeech recognition technology has improved signi�cantly during the past fewdecades. However, current automatic speech recognition systems simply out-put a stream of words. Sentence boundary information is not provided by thesesystems, and yet this type of information can make the output of the recog-nizer easier to process for both humans and downstream language processingmodules. For example, a sentence-like unit is typically expected by machinetranslation systems or parsers. The following example shows word transcrip-tions with and without the annotation of sentence boundaries (marked by`/'). Apparently, without the sentence boundary information, transcriptionsare more di�cult for humans to read or for language processing modules toprocess.no what is that I have not heard of thatno / what is that / I have not heard of that /The sentence boundary detection problem can be represented as a classi�ca-tion task, that is, at each interword boundary, we determine whether or notit is a sentence boundary. To detect sentence boundaries, we have constructeda hidden Markov model (HMM) system that uses both prosodic and textualinformation. The prosodic information is modeled by a decision tree classi�er.Because sentence boundaries are less frequent than nonsentence boundariesin the training data, the prosody model needs to be designed to deal withthe imbalanced data set distribution. Our previous approach [1] was to ran-domly downsample the training set to obtain a balanced data set for decisiontree training and adjust the posterior probability estimation from the prosodymodel on the test set. In this paper, we investigate several sampling approachesto cope with the imbalanced data distribution, as well as a bagging scheme,in an attempt to build more e�ective classi�ers for the prosody model.We �rst conduct a pilot study that uses a small training set in order to ex-tensively evaluate all the methods. In this study, human transcriptions willbe used to factor out the e�ect of the speech recognition errors. Then, basedon the �ndings of the pilot study, we will choose the most successful meth-ods to evaluate on the full NIST sentence boundary evaluation task, whichinvolves two genres (conversational telephone speech and broadcast news). Toour knowledge, this is the �rst study on the imbalanced data set problem for2



the sentence boundary detection task. This study will provide groundworkfor future classi�cation tasks related to spoken language processing, such as�nding disuencies in conversational speech [2] or hot spots in meetings [3],where the class distribution is also imbalanced.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the sentenceboundary detection problem, as well as the data and the evaluation metricswe will use. In Section 3, we describe the HMM approach used for sentenceboundary detection and summarize related work. In Section 4, we describe theimbalanced data problem and the methods we will use to address it. Section 5shows the experimental results from the pilot study. In Section 6, we apply thebest techniques from the pilot study to the o�cial NIST sentence boundarydetection task across two corpora. Conclusions appear in Section 7.2 Sentence Boundary Detection Task2.1 Task RepresentationThe sentence boundary detection problem is represented as a classi�cationtask, with the word boundaries being identi�ed as either a sentence boundaryor not at each interword boundary. In the training data, sentence boundariesare marked by annotators using the information both in the transcriptionsand in the recorded speech. For testing, given a word sequence (from a hu-man transcriptions or speech recognition output) w1 w2 ... wn and the speechsignal, we use several knowledge sources (in this case, prosodic and textualinformation) to determine whether or not there should be a sentence bound-ary at each interword boundary. Figure 1 shows an example of a waveform,with the corresponding pitch and energy contour, the word alignment, andsentence boundary information.2.2 DataAll data used in this investigation is taken from the o�cial EARS RT-03evaluation (training set, development set, and evaluation set) [4]. The datawas annotated with sentence boundaries according to the V5.0 guideline [5]developed by LDC as part of the DARPA EARS program [6]. Note that inspoken language, a sentence is not as well de�ned as in written text. In theDARPA EARS program, the sentence-like unit is called an `SU'; hence, inthis paper we will use the term `SU boundary detection'. The following is anexample of utterances annotated with SU information (an SU boundary is3



Fig. 1. The waveform, pitch and energy contour, word alignment, and sentenceboundaries (denoted \SU") for the utterance \um no I hadn't heard of that".marked by a `/'):no / not too often / but this was a just a goodopportunity to go see that movie / it was uh /SUs typically express a speaker's complete thought or idea unless there is somedisruption, such as can be seen in the last SU in the above example. An SUcan be an entire well-formed sentence, a phrase, or a single word. Sometimesa unit is semantically complete but smaller than a sentence, for example, thesecond SU in the example above (not too often). Sometimes it is hard to judgewhether there is an SU boundary at a location. The inter-annotator agreementon SU boundaries is about 93% [7].SU classi�cation performance will be evaluated on two di�erent corpora, con-versational telephone speech (CTS) and broadcast news (BN) [4]. In con-versational telephone speech, participants were paired by a computer-driven\robot operator" system that set up the phone call, selected a topic for dis-cussion from a prede�ned set of topics, and recorded speech into separatechannels until conversation was complete. BN contains news broadcasts, suchas from ABC, CNN and CSPAN television networks, and NPR and PRI ra-dio networks. In conversational speech, sentences are generally shorter than inbroadcast news. In addition, there are many backchannels that are often oneor two words long. The di�erence in speaking styles between these two corporais reected in the SU boundary class distribution in the data set: SU bound-aries comprise about 8% of all the interword boundaries in BN, compared to13% in CTS. 4



Evaluation is conducted based on two di�erent types of transcriptions: human-generated transcriptions and speech recognition output. Using the referencetranscriptions provides the best-case scenario for the algorithms, as they con-tain many fewer transcription errors.2.3 Evaluation MetricsSeveral di�erent performance measure metrics have been used for sentenceboundary detection:� Classi�cation error rate (CER). If the SU detection problem is treated asa classi�cation problem, performance can be easily measured using CER.CER is de�ned as the number of incorrectly classi�ed samples divided by thetotal number of samples. For this measure, the samples are all the interwordboundaries.� F-measure. The F-measure is de�ned asF -measure = (1 + �2) � recall � precision�2 � recall + precision (1)where precision = TPTP+FP , recall = TPTP+FN , and TP and FP denote thenumber of true positives and false positives, respectively. FN represents thenumber of false negatives, and � corresponds to the relative importance ofprecision versus recall. � is set to 1 if false alarms and misses are consideredequally costly. 1 In this measure, the minority class (SU boundaries) is thepositive class.� ROC and AUC. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves [8,9] can beused to enable visual judgments of the trade-o� between true positives andfalse positives for a classi�cation or detection task. Depending on the appli-cation, an appropriate operating point from the ROC curve can be selected[10]. 2 The area under the curve (AUC) can tell us whether a randomly cho-sen majority class example has a higher majority class membership than arandomly chosen minority class example; thus, it can provide insight on theranking of the positive class (SU) examples.� SU error rate. In the DARPA EARS program, SU detection is measuredsomewhat di�erently from the metrics above. The errors are the number ofmisclassi�ed points (missed and falsely detected points) per reference SU.When recognition transcriptions are used for SU detection, scoring tools1 More studies are needed to see whether missing an SU boundary or inserting anSU boundary has the same impact on human understanding or language processingmodules.2 For the SU boundary detection task, a threshold is selected to minimize the overallclassi�cation error rate. 5



�rst align the reference and hypothesis words, map the hypothesized SUevents to the reference SU events, and then calculate the errors. Whenrecognition output words do not align perfectly with those in the referencetranscriptions, an alignment that minimizes the word error rate (WER)is used. See http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/rt/rt2003/fall/index.htm formore details on the NIST scoring metric.The SU error rate and the classi�cation error rate tend to be highly cor-related. When a reference transcription is used, the SU errors in NIST'smetric correspond most directly to classi�cation errors. The major di�er-ence lies in the denominator. The number of reference SUs is used in theNIST scoring tools; whereas, the total number of word boundaries is used inthe CER measure. In the NIST scoring scheme, the SU is the unit used inthe mapping step, yet in the boundary-based metric, each interword bound-ary is the unit for scoring. It is not well de�ned how to map SU boundarieswhen recognition output is used, since there may be an imperfect align-ment to the reference transcriptions (especially when there are inserted ordeleted words). Hence, the boundary-based metric (i.e., classi�cation errorrate) is used only in the reference transcription condition, and not for therecognition output.The SU error rate in the NIST metric can be greater than 100%. Thefollowing example shows a system SU hypothesis aligned with the referenceSUs: Reference: w1 w2 w3 / w4System: w1 / w2 w3 w4ins delwhere wi is a word and `/' indicates an SU boundary. Two boundariesare misclassi�ed: one insertion error and one deletion error (indicated by`ins' and `del') in the example above. Since there is only one reference SUboundary, the NIST SU error rate for this system output is 200%; whereas,since there are four word boundaries, among which two are misclassi�ed,the CER is 2/4=50%.Note that the CER, F-measure, and the SU error rate all correspond to asingle operating point; whereas, the ROC analysis covers a set of operatingpoints. Also note that a baseline result can be obtained when the majorityclass (non-SU boundary) is hypothesized at each interword boundary. In thiscase, the CER is equal to the prior probability of the SU class, the NIST SUerror rate is 100% (all due to deletion errors), the recall is 0, and the F-measureis not well de�ned.Currently, there exist no standard tests for signi�cance using the NIST scoringmethod. The problem is that the metric is not based on a consistent segment[11]. For the CER metric, the sign test can be utilized to test signi�cance atthe word boundary level, which we will report when appropriate. Designing asigni�cance test for the NIST metric is beyond the scope of this work; however,6



it is likely that the results found to be signi�cant using the sign test on CERwill also be signi�cant using a signi�cance test designed for the NIST metric.3 SU Boundary Detection Approach3.1 Description of the HMM ApproachTo detect an SU boundary in speech, we will employ several knowledge sources,in particular textual and prosodic cues, to reduce the ambiguity inherent ineach type of knowledge alone. By \textual information", we mean the infor-mation obtained from the word strings in the transcriptions generated eitherby a human or by an automatic speech recognition system. Textual informa-tion is no doubt very important. For example, words like \I " often start anew SU. However, since textual information may be ambiguous, prosody canprovide additional, potentially disambiguating cues for determining where anSU boundary is.In this paper, we focus on the HMM approach used for the SU detectiontask, which builds upon the prior work of Shriberg et al. [1]. There are threecomponents: the prosody model, the hidden event language model, and theHMMmethod for combining these two models. Each component is described inthe following. We have investigated other approaches for combining knowledgesources, such as using maximum entropy modeling [12] and conditional random�elds [13]; however, these e�orts are orthogonal to the issues addressed in thispaper, that is, the imbalanced data problem in the prosody model.All our models (i.e., the prosody model and the language model) are trainedusing human transcriptions and the SU boundary annotations associated withthem. When evaluating on the recognition output condition, there is a poten-tial mismatch between the model training and testing conditions. However, totrain the model using recognition output would require running recognition onall the training data (which is computationally expensive), and mapping theSU annotation available in human transcriptions to the errorful speech rec-ognizer output (which is imperfect). In addition, our earlier experiments onsimilar tasks have shown that such a mismatch does not degrade performance.3.1.1 The Prosody ModelThe speech signal contains more information than can be represented in a tra-ditional word transcription. Prosody, the \rhythm" and \melody" of speech, isan important knowledge source for detecting structural information imposed7



on speech. Past research results suggest that speakers use prosody to conveystructure in both spontaneous and read speech [1,14{23]. Examples of impor-tant prosodic indicators include pause duration, change in pitch range andamplitude, global pitch declination, vowel duration lengthening, and speakingrate variation. Because these features provide information complementary tothe word sequence, they are an additional potentially valuable source of infor-mation for SU boundary detection. In addition, prosodic cues can be selectedto be independent of word identity and thus may be more robust in the faceof recognition errors.At each word boundary, we extract a vector of prosodic features based onthe word- and phone-level alignment information [1]. These features reectinformation concerning timing, intonation, and energy contours of the speechsurrounding the boundary, as shown in Figure 1. Features such as word dura-tion, pause duration, and phone-level duration are normalized by the overallphone duration statistics and speaker-speci�c statistics. To obtain F0 features,pitch tracks are extracted from the speech signal and then post-processed toobtain stylized pitch contours [24] from which F0 features are extracted. Ex-amples of F0 features are the distance from the average pitch in the word tothe speaker's pitch oor and the di�erence of the average stylized pitch acrossa word boundary. Energy features are extracted from the stylized energy val-ues that are determined in a way similar to F0 features. Some nonprosodicinformation is included, too, such as speaker gender and turn change. Notethat the prosodic features could be very noisy, because, for example, the forcedalignment may provide the wrong location for a word boundary, or the pitchextraction may be imperfect. Table 1 shows examples of the prosodic featureswe use. A full list of all the features in our prosodic feature set, 101 in total,can be found in [25].The prosodic feature set includes both continuous features (e.g., pause dura-tion after a word) and categorical features (e.g., whether there is a speakerchange or whether the pitch contour is falling or rising before a boundarypoint). In addition, some feature values may be missing. For example, sev-eral features are based on F0 estimation, but F0 does not exist in unvoicedregions; hence, the F0-related features are missing for some samples. Anothercrucial aspect of the prosodic features is that they are highly correlated. Theseproperties make the prosodic features di�cult to model directly in the gener-ative HMM approach, which will be described later. Hence, we have chosen touse a modular approach: the prosodic information is modeled separately by aprosody model classi�er.The goal of the prosody model in the SU detection task is to determine theclass membership (SU and not-SU) for each word boundary using the prosodicfeatures. We choose a decision tree classi�er to implement the prosody modelfor several reasons. First, a decision tree classi�er o�ers the distinct advantage8



Table 1Examples of the prosodic features used for the SU detection problem. The \word"in the feature description is the word just before the boundary.Prosodic Feature DescriptionPAU DUR pause duration after a wordLAST VOW DUR Z bin binned normalized duration of the last vowelin the wordWORD DUR word durationPREV PAU DUR pause duration before the wordSTR RHYME DUR PH bin binned normalized duration of the stressedrhyme in the wordTURN F whether there is a turn change after the wordF0K INWRD DIFF the log ratio of the �rst and the last stylizedF0 value for the wordof interpretability. This is crucial for obtaining a better understanding of howprosodic features are used to signal an SU boundary. Second, our preliminarystudies have shown that the decision tree performs as well as other classi�ers,such as neural networks, Bayes classi�ers, or mixture models. Third, the deci-sion tree classi�er can handle missing feature values, as well as both continuousand categorical features. Fourth, the decision tree can produce probability es-timates that can be easily combined with a language model, which is veryimportant since the textual knowledge source plays a key role for the SUdetection task.During training, the decision tree algorithm selects a single feature that hasthe highest predictive value at each node, that is, reduces entropy the most, forthe classi�cation task in question. Various pruning techniques are commonlyemployed to avoid over�tting the model to the training data. We use theCART algorithm for learning decision trees and the cost-complexity pruningapproach, both of which are implemented in the IND package [26]. Duringtesting, the decision tree generates probabilistic estimates based on the classdistribution at the leaves given the prosodic features. These probabilities arerepresentative of each class at a leaf given the prosodic features. An exampleof a decision tree is shown in Figure 2. The features used in this tree aredescribed in Table 1.Since the decision tree learning algorithm can be inductively biased towardthe majority class (in this case to non-SU boundaries), the minority class maynot be well modeled. Hence, in prior work [1], we have randomly downsampledour training data to address the skewed class distribution, in order to allowthe decision trees to learn the inherent properties for the SU boundaries.9



PAU_DUR < 8: 0.7123 0.2877 0LAST_VOW_DUR_Z_bin < 0.1: 0.8139 0.1861 0WORD_DUR < 36.5: 0.8491 0.1509 0PREV_PAU_DUR < 152: 0.8716 0.1284 0TURN_F = 0: 0.8766 0.1234 0TURN_F = T: 0.007246 0.9928 SPREV_PAU_DUR >= 152: 0.3054 0.6946 SSTR_RHYME_DUR_PH_bin < 7.75: 0.5474 0.4526 0STR_RHYME_DUR_PH_bin >= 7.75: 0.1349 0.8651 SWORD_DUR >= 36.5: 0.544 0.456 0F0K_INWRD_DIFF < 0.49861: 0.5554 0.4446 0F0K_INWRD_DIFF >= 0.49861: 0.3454 0.6546 SLAST_VOW_DUR_Z_bin >= 0.1: 0.4927 0.5073 SPAU_DUR >= 8: 0.1516 0.8484 SFig. 2. An example of a decision tree for SU detection. Each line represents a node inthe tree, with the associated question regarding one particular prosodic feature, theclass distribution, and the most likely class among the examples going through thisnode (S for SU boundary, and 0 for non-SU boundary). The indentation representsthe depth of the nodes in the decision tree. The features used in this tree aredescribed in Table 1.Intuitively, this can make the model more sensitive to the minority class (i.e.,SU boundaries in this task) so that it can learn about features predictive ofthis class. A potential problem with this approach is that many majority classsamples (i.e., non-SU boundaries) are not used for model training, and thusdownsampling may actually degrade performance. We will investigate severalother methods to address the skewed class distribution problem in this paper.3.1.2 The Language Model (LM)For SU boundary detection, the goal of the LM is to model the structuralinformation contained in a word sequence. Our approach uses a hidden eventLM [27] that models the joint distribution of boundary types and words. LetWrepresent the string of spoken words, w1, w2, � � �, and E represent the sequenceof interword events, e1, e2, � � �. The hidden event language model describes thejoint distribution of words and events, P (W;E) = P (w1; e1; w2; e2; :::wn; en).For training such a hidden event LM, the hand-labeled data (in this case thedata annotated by LDC) is used such that an SU boundary event is repre-sented by an additional nonword token (hSUi) that is explicitly included inthe training set, for example:no <SU> what is that <SU> I have not heard of that <SU>The event \SU" is an additional token in the vocabulary that is inserted in theword sequence for LM training. This modeling approach is shown to be better10



than modeling the word sequence W and the event sequence E separatelyusing two N-gram LMs [28]. Note that we do not explicitly include the \non-SU" event in the word sequence in order to make more e�ective use of thecontextual information to avoid fragmenting the training data.During testing (using the LM only), an HMM approach is employed, in whichthe word/event pairs correspond to states and the words to observations, withthe transition probabilities given by the hidden event N-gram model. Given aword sequenceW , a forward-backward dynamic programming algorithm [29] isused to compute the posterior probability P (EijW ) of an event Ei at positioni. For our boundary detection task, we choose the event sequence Ê thatmaximizes the posterior probability P (EijW ) at each individual boundary.This approach minimizes the expected per-boundary classi�cation error rate.3.1.3 Model Combination Using HMMBecause prosodic and textual cues provide complementary types of informa-tion, the combination of the models should yield superior performance overeach model alone, as was found in [1]. Posterior probabilities at an interwordboundary can be determined from both the prosody model and the hiddenevent LM. A simple combination of the models can be obtained by linearly in-terpolating the posterior probabilities from each model, with the interpolationweight set based on the held-out set.Another approach is to more tightly integrate the two models within an HMMframework, which has been found to perform better than linear interpolation[1]. An integrated HMM approach models the joint distribution P (W;F;E)of word sequence W , prosodic features F , and the hidden event types E in aMarkov model. The goal of this approach is to �nd the event sequence Ê thatmaximizes the posterior probability P (EjW;F ):Ê = argmaxE P (EjW;F ) = argmaxE P (W;E; F ) (2)Prosodic features are modeled as emissions from the hidden states with likeli-hood P (FijEi;W ), where Fi corresponds to the prosodic features for an eventboundary Ei at location i. Under the assumption that prosodic observationsare conditionally independent of each other given the event type Ei and thewords W , we can rewrite P (W;E; F ) as follows.P (W;E; F ) = P (W;E)Yi P (FijEi;W ) (3)Note that even though we use P (FijEi;W ) in Equation (3), prosodic obser-vations depend only on the phonetic alignment (denoted by Wt), ignoring11



word identity. Word identity information is directly captured only in the hid-den event LM term P (W;E). This may make prosodic features more robustto recognition errors. Equation (3) can therefore be rewritten using only thephonetic alignment information Wt for the second term:P (W;E; F ) = P (W;E)Yi P (FijEi;Wt) (4)An estimation of P (FijEi;Wt) can be obtained from the decision tree classposterior probabilities PDT (EijFi;Wt):P (FijEi;Wt) = P (FijWt)PDT (EijFi;Wt)P (EijWt) � P (FijWt)PDT (EijFi;Wt)P (Ei) (5)We approximate P (EijWt) as P (Ei) above, given the fact that Wt containsonly the alignment information. The �rst term in the numerator, P (FijWt), isindependent of E and can thus be ignored when substituting Equation (5) intoEquation (4) and then Equation (2). Hence, we obtain the following expressionfor the most likely event sequence, using the hidden event LM P (W;E), thedecision tree estimation PDT (EijFi;Wt), and the prior probabilities of theevents P (Ei):Ê = argmaxE P (EjW;F ) � argmaxE P (W;E)Yi PDT (EijFi;Wt)P (Ei) (6)What remains is to explain how PDT (EijFi;Wt) is calculated during testing.We know that the decision tree prosody model can generate the posteriorprobabilities of the class membership for the test samples. However, if thereis a mismatch between the class distributions in the training and test sets,the posterior probabilities may need to be adjusted accordingly [30]. For aclassi�cation problem, the posterior probability of the class membership Ckfor a sample X can be expressed using Bayes's theorem:P (CkjX) = P (XjCk)P (Ck)P (X) (7)If training and test sets di�er signi�cantly in class distribution, then it is ap-propriate to use Bayes's theorem to make necessary corrections in the posteriorprobabilities for the test set. This can be done by dividing the output pos-terior probabilities from the classi�er by the prior probabilities of the classescorresponding to the training set, multiplying them by the new prior proba-bilities of the classes in the test set, 3 and then normalizing the results. For3 Although in reality the distribution for the test set is not available, it can be12



example, if we sample the training set to obtain a balanced training set fortraining the prosodic classi�er, the various event classes all have the sameprior probability in the new training set. When using this decision tree onthe original test set (i.e., without sampling), the posterior probability estima-tion from the decision tree needs to be adjusted (by multiplying by the priorprobabilities of the classes in the original training set and then normalizing).Equivalently, the class priors can be canceled out with the denominator termP (Ei) in Equation (6) in this case. Obtaining good posterior probability es-timates is an important factor that we need to consider in order to combinethe prosody model with the LM properly.Notice that the formulas above are derived to obtain the most likely eventsequence Ê. As mentioned earlier, we use a forward-backward algorithm to�nd the most likely event for each interword location, rather than using theViterbi algorithm to determine the most likely SU event sequence.3.2 Related Work on Sentence Boundary DetectionSome research has been done on sentence boundary detection in text [31{33].However, that task is to identify sentence boundaries in text where punctua-tion is available; hence, the problem is e�ectively reduced to deciding whichsymbols that potentially denote sentence boundaries (periods, question marks,and exclamation marks) actually do. For example, in \I watch C. N. N.", onlythe �nal period denotes the end of a sentence. When dealing with spoken lan-guage, there is no punctuation information, the words are not capitalized, andthe transcriptions from the recognition output are errorful. This lack of punc-tuation in speech is partly compensated for by prosodic information (timing,pitch, and energy patterns).In the prior work on detecting SU boundaries (or punctuation) in speech, someapproaches do not use prosodic information and focus only on textual informa-tion [34,35]. There are also systems that use only the prosodic features [36].Other approaches combine prosodic information and textual information to�nd SUs and their subtypes [1,37{41]. Chen [37] treated punctuation marksas words in the dictionary, with acoustic baseforms of silence, breath, andother nonspeech sounds, and he also modi�ed the language model to includepunctuation. Gotoh and Renals [38] combine a pause duration model and alanguage model. Shriberg et al. [1] and Kim and Woodland [39] use a muchricher prosodic feature set to train a prosodic decision tree classi�er and com-bine it with a language model for SU and punctuation detection. Christensen[40] also investigated using a multilayer perceptron to model the prosodic fea-tures. Huang and Zweig [41] developed a maximum entropy based methodestimated based on the distribution in the original nonresampled training set.13



to add punctuation into transcriptions, combining textual information andpause information. Most of the prior studies evaluate only on the referencetranscriptions, and not on the speech recognition output. It is hard to com-pare the results of the above approaches to each other as they were obtainedunder di�erent conditions (di�erent corpora and di�erent transcriptions) andused di�erent performance metrics.In the DARPA EARS program, all the SU detection systems participating inthe DARPA RT-03F Metadata Extraction evaluation [42] were based on anHMM framework, in which word/tag sequences are modeled by N-gram lan-guage models. Additional prosodic features are modeled as observation likeli-hoods attached to the N-gram states of the HMM, similar to the approach wedescribed in Section 3.1.3. Because these approaches all used the same corporaand metrics, these e�orts can be compared to each other and to the work inthis paper.Prior work has found that textual cues are a valuable knowledge source fordetermining SU boundary or punctuation in speech, and that prosody pro-vides additional important information for spoken language. Most of thesee�orts have focused on combining multiple knowledge sources (either featuresthemselves or the combination approach), and used either the downsampledtraining set or the original training set in the prosody model; however, noneof the previous studies have systematically investigated the imbalanced dataproblem, which is the focus of this paper.4 Addressing the Imbalanced Data Set Problem4.1 Imbalanced Data Set ProblemIn a classi�cation problem, the training set is imbalanced when one class ismore heavily represented than the other. Clearly, this problem arises in ourSU boundary detection task. As we have mentioned earlier, only about 13%of the interword boundaries correspond to SU boundaries in conversationalspeech, and 8% in broadcast news speech.The imbalanced data set problem has received much attention from statisti-cians and the machine learning community [43{52]. Various approaches try tobalance the class distribution in the training set by either oversampling theminority class or downsampling the majority class. Some variations on theseapproaches use sophisticated ways to choose representative majority class sam-ples (instead of randomly choosing samples to match the size of the majoritysample to that of the minority class), synthetically generate additional samples14



for the minority class (rather than replicating the existing samples), or com-bine classi�ers trained from both the downsampled and the oversampled datasets. It is important to note that most of the techniques are focused on im-proving the minority class prediction (due to its relatively higher importancein many applications).Weiss and Provost [53] observed that the naturally occurring distribution isnot always the optimal distribution; when using an ROC as a performancecriterion, a balanced distribution is usually a preferred choice. While sam-pling methodologies generally improve the prediction of the minority class,they tend to penalize the majority-class cases. However, for the SU boundarydetection task de�ned in the DARPA EARS program, both false positivesand false negatives are equally costly. Therefore, changing the distribution tohave relatively more minority class samples may not produce a classi�er withthe best performance. Our goal is thus to evaluate techniques to address theimbalance in the data sets for the SU detection task.Which sampling method is the best greatly depends on the chosen classi�er 4and the properties of the application, such as how the samples are distributedin the multidimensional space or the extent to which the di�erent classes aremixed. Therefore, a systematic investigation of di�erent sampling approachesfor our SU boundary detection task is important for building better decisiontree classi�ers. In addition to sampling methods, we investigate the use ofbagging. Bagging samples the same training set multiple times, and has beenshown to outperform a single classi�er trained from the training set [54].The present study has properties that are characteristic of machine learningtasks for speech and natural language processing in general: it involves ratherlarge amounts of data, it involves inherent ambiguity (SU boundaries are some-times a matter of judgment), the data is noisy because of both measurementerrors (from imperfect forced alignments) and labeling errors (human labelersmake errors), and the class distribution is skewed, the latter being the mainissue addressed in this paper. In addition, the property that the majority andthe minority classes are of equal interest is another attribute that makes thisproblem interesting. We believe that this study is therefore bene�cial to boththe machine learning and the speech and language processing communities.4.2 Sampling ApproachesIn our experiments, we investigate the use of four di�erent sampling ap-proaches, as well as the original training set. We investigate these approaches4 The reasons for choosing a decision tree classi�er for the prosody model are dis-cussed in Section 3.1.1. 15



because of the convenience in maintaining a particular class distribution (bal-anced data set or the original training set) to to support the combination ofthe prosody model and the LM.� Random Downsampling: This approach randomly downsamples the major-ity class to equate the number of minority and majority class samples. Sincethis method uses only a subset of majority class samples, it may result inpoorer performance for the majority class [44,47,48].� Oversampling Using Replication: This approach replicates the minority classsamples to equate the number of majority and minority class samples. Allof the majority class samples are preserved; however, the minority classsamples are replicated multiple times. If some of these are bad samples ofthe minority class, their addition can lead to poorer performance for theminority class [44,48,52].� Ensemble Downsampling: In random downsampling, many majority sam-ples are ignored. Ensemble downsampling is a simple modi�cation of thisapproach. We split the majority class into N subsets, each with roughly thesame number of samples as the minority class [51]. Then we use each ofthese subsets together with the minority class to train a classi�er, that is,the minority class is coupled with a disjoint subset of majority class data. Inthe end, we have N decision trees, each of which is trained from a balancedtraining set. On the test set, the posterior probabilities from these N de-cision trees are averaged to obtain the �nal decision. The samples used forthis approach are the same as in the oversampling approach, that is, all themajority class is used plus the minority class samples replicated N times.The two approaches di�er only in how the decision trees are trained. Theensemble downsampling approach is more scalable since classi�er trainingcan be easily implemented in a distributed fashion.� Oversampling Using Synthetic samples | SMOTE 5 : In the oversamplingapproach, the minority class samples are replicated multiple times. By con-trast, the SMOTE [44] approach generates synthetic minority class samplesrather than replicating existing samples. Synthetic samples are generated inthe neighborhood of the existing minority class examples. For the continu-ous feature values, SMOTE produces new values by multiplying a randomnumber between 0 and 1 with the di�erence between the corresponding fea-ture values of a minority class example and one of its nearest neighborsin the minority class. For nominal cases, SMOTE takes a majority voteamong a minority class example and its k-nearest neighbors. The syntheticsamples can potentially cause the classi�er to create larger and less speci�cdecision regions, which can potentially generalize better on the testing setthan simple oversampling with replication.� Original Data Set: There is no sampling in this method. We utilize theoriginal training set as is.5 SMOTE stands for `Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique'.16



Input: training set S, number of bagging TBagging (T, S)for i = 1 to T fS 01 = sample from class 1 in S (with replacement)S 02 = sample from class 2 in S (with replacement)S 0 = S 01 + S 02train a decision tree Ci from S 0gOutput: T classi�ersFig. 3. The bagging algorithm. T is 50 in our experiments. In each bag, the classdistribution is the same as in the original data S.4.3 BaggingBagging [54] combines classi�ers trained from di�erent samples (with replace-ment) given a training set. The bagging algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Tomaintain a �xed class distribution used for all the bagging trees (in order toeasily combine the prosody model with the LM), we sample for each classseparately. T sets of samples are generated, each of which is used to train aclassi�er, and the �nal classi�er is built from the T classi�ers, equally weighted.Since each classi�er generates the posterior probability for the test sample, theoutputs from these classi�ers can be averaged to obtain the �nal probabilityfor a test sample, which is then combined with the LM.Bagging has several advantages. First, because di�erent classi�ers make dif-ferent errors, combining multiple classi�ers generally leads to superior per-formance when compared to a single classi�er [55], and thus it is more noisetolerant. Second, bagging can be computationally e�cient in training becauseit can be implemented in a parallel or distributed fashion [56]. Finally, baggingis able to maintain the class distribution of the training set on which baggingis applied. This is important since the prosody model is combined with the LMto achieve the best possible performance [1,28]. One disadvantage of baggingis that it produces multiple decision trees that can mask the advantage of theeasy interpretation of the important features, which is available for a singledecision tree.Boosting [57,58] is another algorithm that combines multiple classi�ers andthat has been shown to generally improve classi�cation performance over asingle classi�er. However, our preliminary experiments have found no gainfrom boosting compared to bagging for the SU detection task. In addition,the classi�er training runs sequentially and therefore is not as computationally17



e�cient as bagging. Finally, boosting does not preserve the class distributionsin di�erent sampled training sets, thus making the combination of the prosodymodel and the LM much less straightforward. Given these considerations, wechoose not to use boosting for this investigation.5 Pilot Study5.1 Experimental SetupIn this pilot study, we use a small subset of the CTS data from the RT-03 training data in order to evaluate each of the methods described above.Table 2 describes the data set that we used in our experiments, containing128 conversations annotated according to the annotation guidelines [5]. Theseconversations are from the �rst section of the corpus released by LDC forthe RT-03 FALL DARPA EARS evaluation. We split these conversations intotraining and testing sets. 6 The training data set contains about 128K wordboundaries, of which 16.8K are in the SU class, with the remaining beingnon-SUs. The test set consists of about 16K word boundaries.Because it is time consuming to train a decision tree with a large number offeatures and also to synthetically generate minority samples using the SMOTEapproach, for this pilot study, we �rst trained a decision tree from a downsam-pled training set using all the prosodic features described in Section 3. We thenused the features selected by this decision tree (25 features in total) to evalu-ate the various sampling approaches in order to minimize the computationale�ort for the pilot work.Table 2Description of the data set used in the pilot study. Note that the number of wordsshown in this table may not be exactly the same as that in the released data dueto our processing of the data (e.g., text normalization, forced alignment).Training size 127,937 wordsTest size 16,066 wordsClass distribution 87% are SUs, 13% are non-SUsFeatures 25 features (2 discrete)For these initial investigations, we evaluate only on human transcriptions tofactor out the impact of recognition errors on our investigation of the prosodymodel. Also, results are reported using the CER, F-measure, and ROC and6 The list of training and test conversations can be found athttp://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~yangl/CSL-ML.18



AUC measurement, to better focus on the machine learning aspects of theproblem.We evaluated all of the sampling and bagging approaches on the test set undertwo conditions:� Prosody model alone: For the decision trees trained from a balanced dataset, we must combine the priors and the posterior probabilities generatedby the decision trees to obtain the adjusted posterior probabilities for theimbalanced test set, as described in Section 3.1.3. For the decision treestrained from the original data set, the posterior probabilities do not needto be adjusted under the assumption that the original training set and thetest set have similar class distributions.� Combination with the LM: We evaluate the HMM combination of theprosody model and the event N-gram LM on the test set. If the decisiontree is trained from the balanced data set (no matter which downsamplingor oversampling approach is used), the posterior probability from the deci-sion tree needs to be adjusted, essentially canceling out the denominator inEquation (6). For the decision trees trained from the original data set, theposterior probability generated by the decision tree is the posterior proba-bility PDT (EijFi;Wt) in the numerator of Equation (6).We do not modify the distribution of the testing set because our goal is to seeif the training process can be improved to achieve better performance, on thenaturally occurring data distribution for the SU detection task. This allowsus to establish the generalization of the underlying classi�er(s). Moreover, wecorrect the posterior probabilities with the modi�ed priors to compensate forthe oversampling- or downsampling-introduced balanced distributions.5.2 Sampling ResultsExperimental results for the di�erent sampling approaches are shown in Ta-ble 3. We use a � of 1 in the F-measure computation. In addition, we seta threshold of 0.5 on the probability for classi�cation. Looking at the resultsusing the prosody model alone, we notice that the downsampling methods out-perform the oversampling method that employs replication (the di�erences aresigni�cant at p < 0:01 using the sign test). Oversampling by replication canlead to over�tting. The CER from the oversampling (by replication) is muchhigher than any other technique in the table, thus indicating that the decisiontree does not generalize well on the testing set. There is a slight improvementwhen using an ensemble of multiple decision trees over using a single randomlydownsampled data set to train the prosody model (the di�erence is signi�cantat p < 0:01 using the sign test). 19



Table 3Experimental results (CER in % and F-measure) for di�erent sampling approachesin the SU detection task in the pilot study, using the prosody model alone and itscombination with the LM. The CER of the LM alone on the test set is 5.02%.Approaches Prosody alone Prosody + LMCER F-measure CER F-measureChance 13 0 - -Downsampling 8.48 0.612 4.20 0.837Oversampling 10.67 0.607 4.49 0.826Ensemble 7.61 0.644 4.18 0.837SMOTE 8.05 0.635 4.39 0.821Original 7.32 0.654 4.08 0.836SMOTE improves upon the results from both downsampling and oversamplingapproaches (signi�cant at p < 0:01). SMOTE introduces new examples inthe neighborhood of the minority class cases, thereby improving the coverageon the minority class cases. Since SMOTE enables the entire majority classset to be used in a single decision tree, it can improve the performance onthe majority class (i.e., the non-SU decision). This result is also supportedby the discussion in the subsequent section. However, SMOTE can lead toa computational bottleneck for very large data sets, since the training setbecomes even larger as a result of adding the synthetic samples.Using the original training set achieves the best overall performance in termsof the F-measure and CER when using only the prosody model (the di�er-ences between this and the other sampling methods are signi�cant at p < 0:01,except for the ensemble sampling). This is, potentially, due to the equal costsassigned to both the classes and using 0.5 as the threshold. Also, it is possi-ble that there are su�cient examples belonging to the minority class in thetraining set to learn about the SU boundaries. Thus, the classi�cation erroris lower than for the other sampling approaches. However, training a decisiontree from the original training set takes much longer than from a downsampledtraining set. If the training set were large or heavily skewed, the advantage ofthe original training set may be diminished.Figure 4 compares the various techniques using the ROC curves and the AUCobtained by each of the approaches when using the prosody model alone.The ROC curves span the entire continuous region of classi�cation thresholds,and hence provide a visualization of the trade-o� between the true positivesand false positives. For the CER measurement, using the original training setachieves the best performance (as shown in Table 3); however, the advantageof the sampling techniques is more pronounced when we look at the ROC20



curves (and the corresponding AUC value). The AUC of the sampling andensemble techniques is signi�cantly larger than the AUC obtained by traininga decision tree on the original distribution. Ensemble sampling yields the bestROC and AUC among all the approaches. We observe that downsamplingimproves upon oversampling with replication, while SMOTE improves uponboth oversampling and downsampling. This has also been observed by otherresearchers in the machine learning literature [59,60]. As shown in Figure 4, atlower false positive (FP) rates, the original distribution is competitive with thesampling techniques, while at higher FP rates, the sampling schemes signi�-cantly improve upon the original distribution. Thus, if relative costs were tobe established between the false positives and true positives, an optional oper-ating point could be selected. If the minority class were of greater importance,then one would tolerate more false positives and achieve a higher recognitionon the minority class. If obtaining a high recall for the SU detection taskis important, then based on the ROC analysis, the sampling techniques arede�nitely useful.The nonsmooth ROC using the original training set is largely due to its imper-fect probability estimation. For example, the minimum posterior probabilityamong all the test samples is 0.16 according to the decision tree; therefore,when the decision threshold is greater than 0.16, all the test samples are hy-pothesized as being in the positive class, resulting in a sharp change in thecurve. In the sampling approaches, on the other hand, the posterior probabil-ities span over the entire region between 0 and 1. These observations basedon the ROC analysis are especially useful if the output from an SU detec-tion system is used by other downstream language processing modules, whichgenerally need posterior probabilities of the SU class membership.Looking at the results in Table 3 where the prosody model is combined withthe LM, we �nd that the gain from the prosody model alone does not alwayshold up in combination with the LM. For example, the gain from the SMOTEmethod using the prosody model alone is lost when it is combined with theLM. This may occur because the synthesized samples to some extent are in-compatible with what normally happens in language, or the samples withwhich SMOTE helps make correct decisions for the prosody model alone arethe ones that are already well modeled by the LM. Similarly, the gain of theprosody model from the ensemble downsampling over the random downsam-pling approach is diminished when combined with the LM. This suggests thateven though one classi�er (prosody model) alone achieves good performance,other knowledge sources (language models) may mask this gain, especiallywhen that knowledge source is a very strong one for the task, as is the casefor the LM.To focus on the error patterns for each sampling method, in Table 4 we showthe precision and recall using the prosody model alone, as well as in combi-21
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Fig. 4. ROC curves for the decision trees trained from di�erent sampling approachesand the original training set.nation with the LM. Using the prosody model alone, oversampling yields thebest recall result, at the cost of lower precision. We had expected that using abalanced training set would be bene�cial to the recall rate; however, contraryto our expectations, the recall performance from the downsampling and en-semble sampling approaches is not better than using the original training set.This is possibly because the downsampled data set is small and insu�cientfor training a robust decision tree. Note again that we use 0.5 as the thresh-old to make decisions using the posterior probabilities, and the false positiveand false negative errors are equally costly. Thus, there are many fewer falsepositives if the original distribution is used in learning the decision tree. Thisleads to a much higher value of precision compared to any of the samplingtechniques.After the prosody model is combined with the LM, we notice that the recallrate is substantially improved for the downsampling and ensemble samplingapproaches, resulting in a better recall rate than when the original trainingset is used. However, SMOTE does not combine well with the LM: the recallrate is the worst after combining with the LM even though SMOTE yields abetter recall rate than downsampling or ensemble sampling when the prosodymodel is used alone. Since SMOTE introduces new synthetic examples tothe prosody model but not to the LM model, there could be a systematicdisagreement between the prosody and the LM on the synthetic data thatmight reduce the overall performance of the system. The relative gain in therecall rate from the oversampling approach when the prosody model is used22



alone is also diminished when combined with the LM.Table 4Recall and precision results (%) for the sampling methods in the pilot study. Usingthe LM alone yields a recall of 74.6% and precision of 84.9%.Approaches Prosody alone Prosody + LMRecall Precision Recall PrecisionDownsampling 51.4 75.6 83.0 84.5Oversampling 63.5 58.2 82.2 83.1Ensemble 53.2 81.4 82.6 84.9SMOTE 53.8 77.4 77.4 87.4Original 53.5 84.7 80.0 87.55.3 Bagging ResultsWe have selected several sampling techniques on which to apply bagging. Sincedownsampling is an approach that is computationally e�cient and does notsigni�cantly reduce classi�cation accuracy, we �rst bagged the downsampledtraining set to construct multiple classi�ers. We also tested bagging togetherwith the ensemble approach. As described above, for the ensemble approach,we partitioned the majority class samples into N sets, each of which is com-bined with the minority class samples to obtain a balanced training set fordecision tree training. The �nal classi�er is the combination of the N baseclassi�ers. We applied bagging (with trial number T ) to each of N balancedsets, and thus obtained T �N classi�ers for combination. Finally, we appliedbagging on the original training set. For all the bagging experiments, we used50 bags. We do not combine bagging with any oversampling approaches be-cause of their poorer performance compared to downsampling or using theoriginal training set.The bagging results are reported in Table 5. These results show that baggingalways reduces the classi�cation error rate over the corresponding methodwithout bagging (signi�cant at p < 0:01 using the sign test). Bagging thedownsampled training set uses only a subset of the training samples, yetachieves better performance than using the original training set without bag-ging. Bagging is able to construct an ensemble of diverse classi�ers, and im-proves the generalization of decision tree classi�ers; it mitigates the over�ttingof a single decision tree classi�er. The gain is more substantial when baggingis applied to the downsampled training set than to the original training set orthe ensemble sampling sets.Similarly to the study on sampling techniques, we plot the ROC curves for23



Table 5Experimental results (CER in % and F-measure) with bagging applied to a ran-domly downsampled data set, ensemble of downsampled training sets (DS), and theoriginal training set. The results for the training conditions without bagging arealso shown for comparison. The CER of the LM alone on the test set is 5.02%.Approaches Prosody alone Prosody + LMCER F-measure CER F-measureDownsampling 8.48 0.612 4.20 0.837Ensemble of downsampled sets 7.61 0.644 4.18 0.837Original training set 7.32 0.654 4.08 0.836Bagging on downsampled set 7.10 0.665 3.98 0.845Bagging on ensemble DS 6.93 0.673 3.93 0.847Bagging on original set 6.82 0.676 3.87 0.849the three bagging schemes in Figure 5, with a zoomed version of the curveshown at the bottom. The AUC is substantially better when bagging is em-ployed compared to the results shown in Figure 4, while the three baggingcurves are very similar. Notice that the AUC is improved substantially whenbagging is applied to the original training set. This can be attributed to thebetter posterior probability estimation, which is obtained from the averageof multiple classi�ers. Consistent with the results without bagging, applyingbagging on the original training set yields a slightly poorer AUC than in thedownsampled and ensemble bagging cases.6 Evaluation on the NIST SU Task6.1 Experimental SetupWe next evaluate some of the best techniques identi�ed by the pilot study onthe full NIST SU detection task [42] in the DARPA EARS program. Evalua-tion is performed on two corpora that di�er in speaking style: conversationaltelephone speech (CTS) and broadcast news (BN). Training and test data arethose used in the DARPA RT-03 Fall evaluation. 7 The CTS data set containsroughly 40 hours for training and 6 hours (72 conversations) for testing. TheBN data contains about 20 hours for training and 3 hours (6 shows) for test-ing. Training and test data are annotated with SUs by LDC, using guidelines7 We combined both the development set and the evaluation set as the test set inthis paper, in order to increase the test set size to make the results more robust.24
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Fig. 5. ROC curves and their AUCs for the decision trees when bagging is usedon the downsampled training set (bag-ds), the ensemble downsampled training sets(bag-ensemble), and the original training set (bag-original).detailed in [5]. Table 6 shows the data size of the training and the test set, thepercentage of the SU boundaries, and the recognition word error rate (WER)on the test set. WER is determined using the recognition output from SRI'srecognizer used in the 2003 NIST evaluation [61]. As can be seen from Table 6,the amount of the CTS training data used in this study is about 300% greater25



than the CTS training set used in the pilot study.Table 6Information about CTS and BN corpora for the SU detection task. The speechrecognition output is from SRI's recognizer [61].CTS BNTraining set 480K 170KTest set 71K 24KSU percentage (%) 13.6 8.1Recognizer WER (%) 22.9 12.1Systems are evaluated on both the reference human transcriptions (REF) andthe output of the speech recognition system (STT). Results are reported usingthe o�cial NIST SU error rate metric. An important reason for choosing thismetric is that we are evaluating on both the reference transcriptions and therecognition output, which makes using the classi�cation error rate di�cult.This choice of the metric is also useful for comparison with other systems forthis NIST benchmark test.The pilot study results suggested that bagging is bene�cial for generating arobust classi�er, and the two best approaches are ensemble bagging and bag-ging on the original training set. Hence, we will evaluate these two approaches,alone and in combination with the LM. Since we used a downsampled train-ing set in our prior work [1], we include this as a baseline. In addition toinvestigating sampling and bagging, we evaluate the impact of the recogni-tion errors and speaking style by using di�erent corpora. In contrast to thepilot study, we preserve all the prosodic features (a total of 101 features),expecting that bagging could generate di�erent trees that might make useof di�erent features. Since language model training requires a large corpus,and the size of the SU-annotated training data is quite limited for BN, wealso train a word-based event N-gram LM using available extra text data,which is not annotated precisely according to the LDC annotation guideline,but has punctuation information that can be used to approximate SUs. Thetwo LMs are then interpolated with weights 0.8 and 0.2 (for the N-gram LMthat is trained from the LDC-annotated training data). We will refer to theknowledge source provided by the interpolated LMs as LM in the following.6.2 ResultsTable 7 shows the results using each of the prosody models, and their combina-tion with the LM on both the CTS and BN SU task, using both the referencetranscriptions (REF) and the recognition output (STT). Overall, there is a26



performance degradation when using the speech recognition output, as onemight expect. Recognition errors a�ect both the LM and the prosody model,with less impact on the latter; the prosody model is more robust than the LMin the face of speech recognition errors. The gain from bagging and samplingtechniques in the REF condition seems to transfer well to the STT condition.Given the increase in data set size relative to the pilot study, we �nd thatapplying bagging techniques still yields a substantial win compared to non-bagging conditions. When the prosody model is used alone, applying baggingon the original training set achieves signi�cantly better results (at p < 0:01)than ensemble bagging, on both corpora. When the prosody model is combinedwith the LM, the di�erence between using bagging on the original training setand bagging on the ensemble of balanced training sets is diminished (the gainis not signi�cant). It is worth mentioning that there is a computational advan-tage of using downsampled training sets (random downsampling or ensembledownsampling) compared to using the original training set for decision treetraining.Table 7Experimental results (SU error rate in %) for both CTS and BN tasks on the REFand STT conditions, using the prosody model alone, and in combination with theLM. Three conditions are evaluated for the prosody model, random downsampling(prosody-ds), bagging on ensemble downsampling (prosody-ens-bag), and baggingon the original training set (prosody-bag-original).Approaches BN CTSREF STT REF STTprosody-ds 85.67 85.67 68.77 70.98prosody-ens-bag 72.94 72.09 61.23 64.35prosody-bag-original 67.65 67.77 59.19 62.98LM 68.16 72.54 40.56 51.85LM + prosody-ds 53.61 59.69 35.05 45.30LM + prosody-ens-bag 50.03 56.17 32.71 43.71LM + prosody-bag-original 49.57 55.14 32.40 43.81We observe similar patterns for CTS and BN, even though the extent of theimbalance di�ers. We also observe some di�erences across the two corpora,which have di�erent class distributions because of their di�erent speakingstyles. The SU error rate is relatively higher for BN than for CTS, partlydue to the small percentage of SUs in BN. Table 7 shows that the LM aloneperforms much better relative to the prosody model alone on CTS than onBN, suggesting that textual cues are more e�ective on CTS than BN. This canbe attributed to backchannel words and pronouns being frequent in CTS, andthe sparse data problem for the LM being more severe for BN. The error rate27



reduction from the combination of the LM and the prosody model comparedto the LM alone is greater on BN than CTS. The degradation on the STTcondition compared to the REF condition is smaller on BN than on CTS,mostly because of better recognition accuracy.7 ConclusionsWe have addressed the imbalanced data set problem that arises in the SUboundary detection task by using sampling and bagging approaches whentraining our prosody model. Empirical evaluations in a pilot study show thatdownsampling the data set works reasonably well, while requiring less trainingtime. This computational advantage might be more important when process-ing a very large training set. Oversampling with replication increases trainingtime without any gain in classi�cation performance. An ensemble of multi-ple classi�ers trained from di�erent downsampled sets yields a performanceimprovement when using the prosody model alone. We have also found thatthe performance of the prosody model alone may not always be correlatedwith results obtained when the prosody model is combined with the languagemodel; for example, SMOTE outperforms the downsampling approach whenthe prosody model is used alone, but not when the prosody model is combinedwith the language model. Using the original training set achieves the best clas-si�cation error rate among the sampling methods. However, if ROC or AUC isused for performance measurement, then using a balanced training set yieldsbetter results than the original training set, especially if the minority class isof greater interest. This is especially important if soft decisions from the SUdetection system are desired by the subsequent language processing modules.We have also investigated bagging on a randomly downsampled training set,an ensemble of multiple downsampled training sets, and the original train-ing set. Bagging combines multiple classi�ers and reduces the variance of asingle classi�er, and it improves the generalization of the classi�ers. Baggingresults in even better performance than the use of more samples (e.g., com-paring bagging on a downsampled training set versus the original trainingset without bagging). Bagging can be parallelized, and thus training can becomputationally e�cient.We have evaluated several of the best methods found from the pilot study onthe NIST SU detection task across two corpora and across transcription condi-tions. Di�erent speaking styles result in some di�erences in the SU detectionperformance on the CTS and BN data sets. On both corpora, signi�cantlybetter performance is observed when bagging is used on the original trainingset than with ensemble bagging when using the prosody model alone, yet mostof the gain is eliminated when the prosody model is combined with the LM.28



Conclusions may depend in part on the characteristics of the SU detectionapplication, the HMM approach adopted for this task, and the classi�er (inour case the decision trees) used for the prosody model. For the SU detectiontask, the data set is not highly skewed (e.g., compared to the speech disuencydetection task), the prosodic features are quite indicative of the classes, andthe annotation consistency is reasonably good. Therefore, it would be informa-tive to investigate the techniques discussed here on other speech classi�cationtasks (e.g., disuency detection, emotion detection) to study the e�ective-ness of the various methods as a function of important problem parameters,such as the degree of imbalance and the baseline performance of the prosodymodel. We have observed some di�erences [62] using the sampling approachesinvestigated in this paper on the disuency detection task, which has a moreimbalanced class distribution than the SU detection task. We have also foundin another study that using a downsampled balanced training set outperformsthe original training set when approaches other than the HMM (such as themaximum entropy classi�er) are used for knowledge source combination, dueto their lesser reliance on the prosodic information [12] and the di�erent preci-sion/recall tradeo�s of the various sampling methods. Di�erent classi�cationalgorithms may be a�ected by the imbalance to a di�erent extent; therefore,classi�cation algorithms other than the decision tree learning algorithms (e.g.,Naive Bayes, support vector machines) are worth future investigation. Chawlaet al. previously reported that SMOTE with decision trees outperformed NaiveBayes by varying the priors, and a rule learning classi�er (Ripper) by varyingthe loss ratio. However, given that SU boundary detection is a very di�erentdomain, it will be interesting to evaluate di�erent learning schemes.Another interesting direction for future work will be investigating a semisu-pervised learning framework. There is a cost associated with labeling all thetraining examples precisely as a SU boundary or not. This leaves a largeamount of data unlabeled. Using the classi�er learned on the labeled data, wecan infer labels on the unlabeled data and revise the classi�er.The underlyingchallenge is to formulate a learning task that uses both labeled and unlabeleddata such that generalization of the learned model can be improved.8 AcknowledgmentsThe authors thank the anonymous reviewers of this paper for their valuablesuggestions, Barbara Peskin at ICSI for her comments on this paper, andLuciana Ferrer at SRI for helping with the prosodic feature computation. Thisresearch has been supported by DARPA under contract MDA972-02-C-0038,NSF-STIMULATE under IRI-9619921, NSF KDI BCS-9980054, NASA underNCC 2-1256, and Purdue Research Foundation. Distribution is unlimited. Anyopinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily29
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